Jeep cherokee starting problems

Jeep Cherokee owners have reported 36 problems related to car will not start under the
electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Jeep Cherokee based on all problems reported
for the Cherokee. When starting my car it did not want to start and then it did and all this
happened,check engine light came on, service transmission light 4wd temporally unavailable,
service park brake , and it would not go into gear. At auto zone the code stated watchdog
performance. See all problems of the Jeep Cherokee. First incident, vehicle was parked, hence
stationary. Vehicle would not start, lights would flicker and a a clicking noise would be heard
when starting the vehicle. Vehicle was jump started and let it run for a while, then I shut it off to
make sure everything is ok and it did not start again. Same flickering lights and clicking noise.
Got it jump started again. Drove to autozone to have battery checked, while trying to park,
vehicle just shut off with car on drive. Autozone employee tried to jump start vehicle and it
would not start at all. Automatic locks would not lock or unlock the vehicle. Car was then towed
to dealership. As of right now, unknown cause of vehicle incident. While driving the vehicle all
the warning lights come on and warning sounds start going off. We lose our speedometer, fuel
guage and all other instruments. The parking brake engages as we are driving down the road
and the vehicle will not shift gears. When stopped after this incident, the parking brake engages
and we are unable to go forward or backwards while in gear. After todays incident, the vehicle
wouldn't start back up after the vehicle was turned off. This started 2 weeks after we purchased
the vehicle and has been a continuous problem since that time. We finally took the vehicle to a
dealership 3 hours away from our location and they fixed the blind side module which they
stated shorted out the remaining systems and that it is fixed. The problem is getting dangerous
and scary while driving. I have video recordings of each incident. The videos are to long to
attach, but I have been able to text them. Waited over 20 minutes for dog to be brought to car.
Drove directly home, again the 15 miles in about 20 minutes, backed into driveway, put car in
park did not turn engine off , took dog inside. When putting car in reverse to put car in garage,
car stalled out. This was twice in one day!! It first started with vehicle phone "vehicle phone
requires service" please contact dealer. Then after a few months the display will take a while to
turn on, at one point during that time I went to turn on my car and it wouldn't start, it said "key
fob not found" when key was with me. It did finally turn on after I removed the key from fob. I
immediately took it to the dealer and they did some updates on it, couple hundred dollars later.
Was working fine after that, but two days later I got the initial message from above and my gps
was not working. I took it back to the dealer and they said they will do updates again. Dealer
came back and said during the updates the radio went stop working and they had to replace the
radio. They ordered one, I took it in for replacement and it's been in the shop for 3 days, they
don't know what is wrong with it. They said they are waiting on factory to advise them. Lost
power while driving on a city street. Battery light came on. D on the gear shift was flashing. Was
able to restart vehicle and travel for about feet and then lost power again. Vehicle would not
restart after many attempts. Finally restarted after showing no signs that it was going to. Was
able to make it back home without incident which was less than a half mile away. Everytime I
slowed down my Jeep would cut off. I figured out I could get it to restart in neutral as I'm finding
somewhere to coast off road, but would have to put in park to shift back to drive. I made it to
dealer and they said it very common problem and hopefully a recall will be soon because they
dont know how to fix the problem. The problem seems to be the Jeep using oil and then the
engine starts shutting down to protect further damage. They filled with oil and it ran fine. The
dealers temporary solution is to do a oil consumption test to turn into mopar. So I have to have
them check the oil every miles. The first it used very little and they said go ahead and try
another and come back. I made it to about miles and now my Jeep will not start. Thankfully it is
in my driveway and I didn't break down on the street again. I'm going to top off the oil and see if
that does anything. I'm afraid of another problem because it's not making any noise when I try
starting. Also, February I did get the recall fixed power control module from the dealer. I was
surprised to be treated like this with a brand new vehicle so I went to the dealer in the next
county and they told me about the oil consumption problem and didn't charge me! Bottom line:
now my Jeep is stuck in my driveway and there doesn't seem to be any solution. Had this car 1
month a after almost being rear ended twice found myself jumping out the car before being hot
by semi. And several times by other cars almost reared me. Is Jeep or its makers going to take
responsibility if I get reared because car didn't start to keep up with traffic. I can prove my point.
I'm sitting in stop and go traffic on the interstate all the cars in front of me takes off semi
coming up behind me assumes I am taking off as well and doesn't plan on coming to a complete
stop. I'm hold brake with left foot. To keep from rolling pressing on accelerator car does not
start. Freaking out bail out the door in front of on coming vehicles almost getting run over by
them as well truck stops 2 inches from my car. Is Chrysler going to pay for my car and injuries

over this flaw and not have to resort to my insurance. Because of their forced flaw. I'll send a
copy of this to my friends who can also relate to this problem thanks for listening. Tl the contact
owns a Jeep Cherokee. After inserting the key into the ignition switch, the vehicle would not
start and a message indicating the key was not recognized was displayed. The vehicle was not
diagnosed or repaired. Lindsey Chrysler centreville rd, manassas, va was notified of the failure.
The manufacturer was not notified. The failure mileage was , I have a Jeep Cherokee sport and
my service shifter came on and my car wouldn't start unless I jump started it , called the
dealership they said they never of heard of anything like that , I think this needs to be
investigated or someone is going to end up kill because of there car messing up. Car will not
start,has to be towed for service. Fourth time for same problem. They installed new battery but
after approx 30 days it happens again. Died one morning backing out of my driveway into street
would not start. Towed to dealer. Happened again Friday morning at dealer now. I was driving
and slowing down when my car completely shut off in traffic on a busy 1 lane road. I put car in
park and tried restarting. Car would not start, no power what so ever, no hazard lights, steering
wheel did not lock, key would not pull out of ignition, and my car would not disengage from
park. Literally parked in the road. We were able to pop the gear shifter and put car into neutral
and push my car to a parking lot. I put the car back in park and started it and the car lurched
forward violently. Dealer said the issue was because I had a new battery installed in my car
recently. Takata recall my Jeep Cherokee will shut off while in motion. The car died while going
through an intersection. I was able to coast into a safe place, but car would not restart again
after for a few hours. My husband was driving the car and came to a stop at an intersection
when the car died again. The car started rolling backwards and he almost hit the car behind him.
This is not safe. We have a one month old child, and I do not feel safe putting her in the car.
Brought vehicle in to the dealership for repairs on several ocassions with complaints of vehicle
jumping into gear. Recently had to replace the battery because vehicle wouldn't stay running
and could not put into gear. Vehicle is currently at the dealership because it was leaking oil.
Have been told that the oil cooler needs to be replaced. Have also been told that the drive shaft
is noisy and should be replaced and that the air temperature ambient sensor needs to be
replaced. I gave the go ahead to replace the oil cooler and air temperature ambient sensor. I
then received a call back and was told that they changed the oil cooler and upon trying to start
the vehicle it didn't want to start. Was also told that the instrument cluster is a special order and
once ordered they would have to hold my vehicle for two weeks until it came in and could be
installed. This cost does not include the replacing the drive shaft which they tell me is noisy. On
date of incident vehicle functioned fine in the morning. At pm when I went to leave work vehicle
wouldn't start. Received several error messages including 4wd system unavailable, park brake
unavailable and service shifter. Tried to jump the vehicle and was able to get it started. Had auto
zone test battery and said it was fine. Took to dealership and they ran tests finding no cause or
issues. Battery passes their tests. Morning after I got vehicle back from dealer it started up via
remote start with no issues, took son to daycare 7 minutes away. After about 10 minutes went to
leave daycare vehicle was turned off and it did not start. Was able to get it to start with a jump.
Called dealership to inform them, waiting for a call back now. Check engine light is on. Vehicle
would not start. Jeep shift changer lights came on, all car lights in dash board, and car would
not start. This has occurred on several occasions. Having car towed to dealership. Went to start
car wouldn't start or turn over. Received jump from roadside assistance and waited 20 min
before attempting to drive to the nearest auto zone 2 miles. At this point, my only option was to
sit without any power, therefore no hazard lights, and wait for someone to hit me as I was
unable to leave my vehicle due to high risk of being hit by a car. During the terrifying time of
waiting eventually I did get hit. This accident was caused by my Jeep's electrical malfunction.
Please address this immediately as I do not want others to be effected as I was at the fault of
Jeep. Tl-the contact owns a Jeep Cherokee. The contact stated that the vehicle failed to start.
The autolock function locked the contact in the vehicle. There was an abnormal winding noise
while the vehicle was in the park position. The contacted stated while driving at unknown
speeds the parking brake locked up without warning. The vehicle was taken to an independent
mechanic where they were unable to duplicate the failure. The manufacturer was notified of the
issue and referred the contact to the local dealer. The failure mileage was 9, Randomly the
vehicle feels as if someone is hitting the car from the front end when put into reverse due to a
very hard shift into reverse. Randomly the electrical system will shut off when parked and
turning the car on. I hesitated reporting this thinking that it was probably just bad luck but
because of a conversation with a CO-worker who is having the exact same problems I thought
that it may be a symptom of a larger problem and something I should report. If this were to
happen when driving at higher speeds it could be a disaster. Tl- the contact owns a Jeep
Cherokee. The contact stated that within months of owning the vehicle it had failed to start and

stalled several times with no warning. The dealer koons tysons Chrysler Dodge Jeep ram, chain
bridge rd, vienna, va , va , had been unable to replicate and diagnose the failure so the contact
was uncertain as to the repair solution to repair the vehicle. The manufacturer had issued 6 TSB
on electrical system, 4 TSB on the engine however the contact was not included in a recall. The
failure was reported to the manufacturer to determine a repair solution. The approximate failure
mileage was 5, While pulling out of parking lot vehicle started to stall , had to pump gas pedal.
This caused the vehicle to lurch forward with a sputtering effect. Thought it might stall out. This
has happened a few times, also when I turn vehicle off it will not start and there is no electrical
operation at all. I've found I must remove key from ignition before it will restart. This instances
happen at random. The tachometer and speedodometer dropped immediately to zero. Total
shutdown. Concurrently all the electronics shutdown, including power brakes. Thankfully I was
on a flat stretch of road and was able to drift into the breakdown lane. The car would not restart;
no electrical components with the exception of the hazard lights and emergency brake were
functioning. Car had to be towed. Rpm's will shoot to , then car will "take off" increasing speed
by as much as 15 mph more than control is set for. The contact owns a Jeep Cherokee. The
contact stated that the vehicle would not start after being parked overnight. The dealer was
unable to diagnose the failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer was made aware
of the failure. The VIN was invalid. The failure mileage was 2, When driving, the vehicle shuts
down and message on dash says "car must be in park in order to shift. This problem has
happened multiple times while vehicle is in motion. We have had it taken into the dealership
with no resolve. After researching, this is a common problem in this year's model that Jeep is
aware of. However, the common resolution is dealershipstill claiming an oil change is needed.
Most recently our Jeep was miles under the dealership's recommended oil change. I fear for my
family's life if this stall happens when crossing busy highways in town. I was not notified of any
sort of issues when I bought the vehicle new. I have also now had continuous problems with my
vehicle not starting from being stationary, multiple times it has not started after being off for a
period of time, ie 24 hours, but also numerous times my vehicle has shut off while in motion, I
was driving down the road and my vehicle just shut off completely, no lights, no gas, no radio
etc. I was luckily on the side of a non-busy road at that time about to turn onto a main road. I
had both my children in the vehicle with me. I was unable to start my vehicle from this now
stationary position for approx. Another time my vehicle shut off while I was driving in a busy
intersection my car shut off as I was turning and I was almost t-boned my vehicle started up
after trying a few times and I was able to get out of the road way. Once I was parked in a parking
lot to collect myself, my vehicle would not start again. It took approx. I have contacted the
dealership again and will be taking it back, to be checked. When I took it to them the first time
for it to be checked as to why it shut off and they could only come up with that it was low on oil,
they did an oil change and said nothing was wrong with my vehicle, which clearly the oil wasn't
the problem because it has only been about miles since the oil change. Started my vehicle
today, drove a short distance. Returned home. Turned vehicle off. Went to restart vehicle and it
would move to the acc and on positions but would not start and therefore would not run. Have
had several electronic gremlins with this car where the tailgate wouldn't latch, vehicle would not
start. Ultimately, I believe the electronics to be incredibly buggy and dangerous, and I do not
believe fca is doing enough to ensure vehicle safety. This is very dangerous! There is not any
predictability as to when this will occur. I would not be bringing my vehicle in if I didn't have a
concern! I have never had as many issues with a new vehicle as I have had with this one! Pulls
to the right on level surface. Vehicle rolls forward after braking as brakes don't always grab.
After a stop, car rolls forward. Hands free cell phone doesn't always work. I have had a very
loud alarm go on from navigation screen for unknown reason. I received an assembly 'ignition
on' warning after I turned car off. Car wouldn't start after 3 tries, then started. The contact stated
that the vehicle failed to start on numerous occasions. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where
it was diagnosed that the wiring harness failed and needed to be replaced. The manufacturer
was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was approximately , My wife was on her way
to work for the last day before christmas and got 2 blocks from the house before calling for
help. The vehicle lost power and luckily she was able to get off of the road. It was rainy both the
day before and that morning also. She said there was a message that came up saying shift into
park and start the car. She couldn't get it to start again. I met her and after trying, got the car
going but noticed that I didn't feel any response or hear any engine revving when pushing the
gas pedal down. It also seemed to start fairly rough. She took my vehicle to work. I checked the
vehicle later and it started ok. The battery voltage was the normal At first I thought it was a
fluke. The next day as the vehicle wouldn't start. We decided to wait until fri morning with
christmas being thurs. The vehicle did start before the flatbed towed it off to the dealer. The
dealer had the vehicle all day and was about ready for me to pick it up when they noticed a loss

in pressure at the fuel pump and decided to replace it. It was again rainy outside. She again saw
the same message. I met her and got it started again but also again noticed no reaction to
stepping on the gas pedal. When I shifted it into reverse it then seemed to react to giving it gas
fine and drove home ok. We took it to church and around town the next day and it seemed fairly
normal. Having gone through rough shifting problems with this vehicle early and two
transmission problems with Chrysler grand voyagers and then this Jeep and the articles on this
site that seem to be pointing to Jeep transmissions I think Chrysler better come up with the
right fix very soon before someone gets killed. On December 7th, the car Jeep Cherokee with
12, miles lost power unexpectedly while I approached a stoplight, and had to be coasted to the
side of the road. We waited approximately 10 minutes, and it restarted. No warning or check
engine lights came on. Over the next several days, we had approximately 3 instances where the
car either wouldn't start, or would lose power. Still no warning lights came on indicating an
issue. As we believed this to be a potential safety issue, we took it to the local Jeep dealership
and asked them to check it out. They kept it for 6 days and indicated that they could not
recreate the issue. We picked the car up on Dec. On December 25 the car again lost all power
while driving lost engine, power steering, and power breaks. Fortunately this occurred on a
local road and the car was able to be coasted to stop without incident. This time several
indicators illuminated including the 'check engine' light. We had the car towed the next day to
the same dealer. At the time of this writing, the dealership has had the car 22 days, and still
have not been able to diagnose the issue. They did replace the pcm, however this did not
correct the issue. I'm filing this complaint because of the potential safety issue. I also have a
concern because Jeep is not able to properly diagnose the problem in a reasonable amount of
time. Vehicle would not start due to failed totally integrated power module. The tipm would not
send power to the fuel pump and engine would not start. Chrysler knows about this problem but
fails to take responsibility for the defect. The contact stated that the vehicle would not start on
more than one occasion. The vehicle was taken to an authorized dealer who diagnosed that the
battery needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired but the failure recurred. The
manufacturer was notified of the failure. The approximate failure mileage was 50, My vehicle
was hard cranking in the morning. Vehicle will not start using key fob or push button start.
Vehicle cranks for 5 to 10 seconds and then shuts down. If vehicle dies all loss of power
steering and brakes is lost and is a huge safety concern. I have researched and determined that
there a hundreds if not thousands of Jeep owners who are experiencing the same problem.
Since my car is out of warranty dealership tells me that it is on me to pay for the parts and labor
to fix. With this being such a widespread problem a recall should be issued and consumers not
be forced to pay for a part that is clearly failing nationwide. Recall needs to happen immediately.
The contact towed the vehicle to a local mechanic. The mechanic advised that the entire
electrical system malfunctioned and both the ignition motor and the ignition switch needed to
be replaced. The contact did not call the manufacturer. The failure mileage was 53, The VIN was
not available. Car Problems. Electrical System problems. Wiring problems. Software problems.
Dash Wiring problems. Starter problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Battery Dead problems.
Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems. Ignition problems. The ATSD oscilloscope is in this article
also referred to as automotive oscilloscope , as diagnosis oscilloscope and as lab scope. A
Jeep Cherokee 2. While cranking, it first appeared the engine would start but then for several
revolutions it would do nothing at all. After relatively long cranking, the engine would eventually
start. The owner wanted this problem solved and went to his local garage. The garage checked
and replaced several components, but the problem remained. The car was then brought to a
Jeep dealer. The dealer could also not solve the problem and concluded that the engine was
worn and needed to be replaced! For a second opinion, GMTO was contacted. A common rail
injection system is sensitive for fuel pressure. Wear of the high pressure pump or pressure
regulating valve, or a defective pressure sensor can cause problems like this car has. A
measurement of the signals of these components will immediately give a good indication of the
condition of these components. A measurement of the pressure regulating valve signal and the
pressure sensor with an automotive oscilloscope will show the relation between the two. When
the pressure sensor generates a signal of e. As a result, the actual pressure will get a lower
value than intended. When we assume that a pressure regulating valve is "low active" and will
release the pressure in active state, the duty cycle of the control signal will be significantly
higher than normal. ATIS of GMTO contains a large database with measurement examples of
almost all components in the motor management system, arranged by brand and model and
also universally applicable. Each example consists of an automatic setup of the automotive lab
scope together with loading of corresponding example waveforms. Explanative text with
photographs show where and how to connect the automotive diagnostic oscilloscope to the
component s under test. The user can simply select the correct measurement and perform the

measurement, without worrying about how to setup the automotive oscilloscope. It is best to
measure the actual pressure, but that is not always easy to do, because of the accessibility of
the components and the availability of a pressure test point. Although nothing pointed to a
failing crankshaft sensor or camshaft sensor the engine initially appears to start while cranking
, it was decided to measure the signals from these sensors too, just to rule out any possible
cause. Figure 1 shows both signals clearly. Figure 1: Crankshaft sensor signal and camshaft
sensor signal appear to be correct. The inductive crankshaft sensor has a coil that will induce a
positive and negative peak when a tooth of the crankshaft passes the sensor. The signal has a
2. Many systems use an offset to allow for better self diagnosis. It appeared the offset was
normal. The HALL camshaft sensor switches perfectly to ground, showing no problems. After
these measurements, it was required to check the injection control signal. To get a better view
of the injection pattern, it is advised to measure it together with the crankshaft sensor signal. A
normal common rail injector is driven in two stages, one being the pre injection. Figure 2:
Common Rail injection cycle: pre injection and main injection. Figure 2 shows the injection
control signal of a full cycle, including the pre injection. Due to the way the injector is driven,
the automotive diagnostic oscilloscope input is connected directly to both injector wires and
not to one wire and ground. The negative terminal of the injector is connected to ground in a
pulsating way, because of the high current that will flow through the injector. Only a very small
amount of fuel will be injected in the cylinder. The duration of the main injection lasts longer,
depending on the demand. A current clamp can be used to measure the current through the
injector. This has the advantage that both timing and conductivity of the injector can be
checked. A too low current will indicate contact resistance or a defective injector coil. Figure 3
shows a current measurement on an injector. Figure 3: A high peak current of 10A flows
through the injector coil. After this short current peak, the ECM will intermittently switch the
current off and on, to avoid overheating of the coil. This is seen in the smaller current peaks
after the initial large peak. Due to the inertia of the injector, it will remain open and the fuel
injection will continue. Figure 3 also shows the main injection, a short moment later. Again the
current pulses to avoid coil overheating are visible. Figure 4: When injector signal and
crankshaft sensor signal are compared, the problem becomes visible. Figure 4 shows the
combined measurement of injector signal and crankshaft signal. It is clearly visible that while
cranking, at first a single injection is seen and then a few revolutions the injections are not
seen. This measurement covers a longer time, but was nevertheless measured using a high
sampling rate. This is possible because of the long record length of the automotive
oscilloscope. It ensures that when zooming in, a crisp signal with lots of details can be seen.
Initially, the individual signals all looked correct. The current to the injector as well as the timing
of the injection were correct. The crankshaft signal also looked correct and was higher than 0.
After zooming in figure 5 we could get a better view on the signals. Figure 5: The crankshaft
sensor signal shows a distortion. We noted a signal disturbance on the crankshaft sensor
signal. This disturbance occurred at the same moment that the injector signal was present and
is caused by interference of the injector signal on the crankshaft signal. After analyzing several
measurements of starting attempts, it was observed that when this distortion happens exactly
between the positive and negative peak of the crankshaft signal, the ECM will stop driving the
injectors for some time. Apparently, the ECM recognizes this disturbance as reference point in
the crankshaft signal and then stops injection, because the injection timing pattern no longer
matches with the crankshaft pattern. When, after some more cranking, the disturbance would
not fool the ECM, the engine would start. At first was tried to move the crankshaft sensor wiring
away from the other wiring, to reduce the interference but that did not help. Despite that the
crankshaft signal appeared correct and the resistance value of this sensor was within the limits,
it was decided to replace the crankshaft sensor. After installing the new sensor, the engine
started immediately. Figure 6: After replacing the crankshaft sensor, both offset and distortion
are gone. Apparently something internally in the sensor was wrong, causing the offset and the
sensitivity to the interference of the injector signals. This website uses functional cookies for
functional purposes. These cookies are always placed and read. This website can also use
non-functional cookies, for analytic purposes. When placing non-functional cookies, traceable
data is processed. When you click the "Accept" button you will allow placing non-functional
cookies. Toggle navigation. All rights reserved. We use cookies. Accept Refuse. Jeep will only
start with heat on. Won't start if heats off. Replaced altantor. New battery. No blown fuses.
Please help. Make sure battery has a full charge and connections all good. Have a helper crank
it while you check for spark at the plugs. If spark everywhere, use a gage and check proper fuel
pressure. Check fuel injector pulse. Check for applicable trouble codes. Those are the basic
checks, in my opinion. At the moment, I don't know what the heater has to do with it? I have a
Jeep Grand Cherokee and I replaced the starter about 6 months ago but now it's having the

same problems it did before which is a rough start with a rough idle following, sometimes not st
I've already replaced Crankshaft Sensor. Here is sequence of events. I filled with gas and drove
home 6. Didn't dive for a few weeks. Decided the weather was cool enough to replace drivers
doo Hi I have a Grand Cherokee with approx , Km I have been having intermitent problem with
starting the engine. Sometime it start like a breeze but sometime it just wont start. I have chang I
have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Starting problems on jeep. Report Follow.
Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Jeep
Grand Cherokee question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started.
Search Jeep Grand Cherokee Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search.
Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. A no start condition, on your 4. Knowing that the
cause of the problem lies in these 3 specific areas will help you figure out what tests you need
to perform to find the faulty component and thus solve the problem. In this tutorial, which is a
primer on what can cause a cranks but does not start condition , I'll share some insights and
tips, based from my actual experience, that will help you narrow down your troubleshooting
efforts. Before I jump into the specifics of what causes a no start condition, I want to clarify the
difference between two common terms you'll see and hear as you diagnose the problem on
your 4. Cranks But Does Not Start Condition: In this type of condition, you turn the key and the
engine in your Jeep cranks turns over but it doesn't start run. The usual suspects, that can
cause this type of problem, are a bad fuel pump, bad crank sensor, bad ignition coil if your Jeep
is distributor equipped , etc. Does Not Crank Condition: Means that the engine is not cranking
when you turn the key to crank the engine. In other words, the engine doesn't turn over at all.
This is usually due to a bad starter motor, bad ignition switch, bad neutral safety switch, or the
engine is locked up. If your 4. As I mentioned at the beginning of this tutorial, a no start
condition is caused by a lack of one of 3 basic things. These three things are:. When your 4. It's
as simple as this! I know, I know, I may be over-simplifying it all but knowing that only one of
three things is missing really helps to put the problem into perspective! Also, knowing this
means that when your Jeep doesn't want to start More specifically, this means that
troubleshooting the problem requires that you check and confirm that:. OK, the list of possible
things that can go wrong looks pretty long but it is rare to see or have two different components
go bad from two separate systems at the same time. The cool thing is, is that there is a
diagnostic strategy that you can use to figure out exactly what's wrong with your particular
no-start problem. Let's find out more about it in the next subheading. Starter Motor Circuit
Diagram 4. Power Distribution Center 4. Then we met. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a
small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website.
Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to
help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2 Page 3. Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles: Jeep 4.
Applies To:. Jeep Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! My Jeep
Cherokee Latitude is suddenly not starting. I had AAA come out because I thought it was the
battery but the battery is fine. We also simulated installing a new battery to reset the onboard
computer and that didn't work either. I'm so frustrated and sad. I just bought this car two weeks
ago to the day and I'm already having problems?!? I'd appreciate any wisdom or guidance.
Michael answered 2 years ago. It was just by luck that it happened to me. GuruV6HP3 answered
2 years ago. Brad answered 2 years ago. I just had to have my Starter replaced after 2 years of
owning it. I was driving down the road and the accelerator would give my jeep gas but all the
lights and radio were on. Come to find out the AC Compressor, Condenser and Expansion Value
went out is what the dealership told me and they are replacing it under warranty. I guess if that
goes out it'll disengage and cause the gas to not work. Missycombs85 answered 2 years ago.
Erica answered 2 years ago. I am having this issue currently with my Jeep Cherokee Sport. I'll
let you know the resolution once resolved. I'm out of warranty and trying to avoid a huge repair
bill from a shop. GuruBZBD2 answered 2 years ago. Dizneymom answered 2 years ago. My jeep
cherokee sometimes won't start, tells my to push clutch and start. The brake is stiff. It also
turns off while I'm driving, the power steering goes out. I've taken it in 4 times to dealership, it's
still not fixed! Chatty answered 2 years ago. Dealership really has no idea what it is.. Jason
answered 2 years ago. It would be nice if anyone has found a fix for this. Sit in car, push on
brake, press the button. Cycle through a number of times, and eventually it starts. Sometimes I
have to walk away and come back a few minutes later, and it will then just start. Typically this
happens in the morning. I just filled up with fuel one time and forget to turn the auto engine off
which I normally disengage - I pulled out onto the road, stopped in traffic, the engine stopped
like it should, but then would not restart when I took my foot off the brake - stuck blocking

traffic, and again, had to cycle through a number of times and eventually it started. Of course, it
never happens at the repair shop - I would love it if anyone resolved this and can post the
solution. NeverJeepAgain answered about a year ago. Keep really needs to get their act
together. A 2 year old vehicle should not have problems if maintained well. GuruS8VJ5
answered about a year ago. Jason, did you ever find out what was causing your issue? Mine is
currently doing the exact same thing. Jason answered about a year ago. I did actually find out.
Thanks for reminding me to get this up. There's a solenoid under the gear shift, and sometimes
it gets sticky. Jeep are the only ones that can get the parts and carry out the repair. So my
mechanic tells me, but I haven't really researched it hard, nor have I had it fixed for fear of
finding out the cost lol. The work around is to get it into neutral, then start it, then off you go. I
hope that helps you, took the auto club and is while to figure it out as we sat in my driveway
trying to figure it out, and stumbled across this accidentally. I know it's locked into park, and I
am traveling and haven't been in the car for a couple of months, so can't recall that sequence. I
think it was foot on the brake, release park brake, move into neutral.. I could be wrong in that
though. Ok find out and correct myself if that was wrong. Brie answered about a year ago. I
have had the exact same issue recently start with my Jeep Cherokee. My does have a fob.
Vehicle does not turn over or even click like a low battery but all the lights and everything come
on. If I use the remote start, car starts just fine or shift down to neutral and then try to start. I did
just have my gear shifter replaced about two months ago under warranty so I wonder if
something was tightened all the way. Hermsherm answered about a year ago. My Jeep
Cherokee is at Jeep now with similar problem. Sometimes while driving shifter lights up and
screen says service shifter. The other day while driving stepping on accelerator but car not
accelerating. Also says bezel and wiring for shifter needs replacing. Anyone have any ideas?
Rlynnk answered about a year ago. Linz87 answered about a year ago. I am currently having
this problem with my Cherokee North. I have an appointment I need to get to and can't start my
car! I was running fine 5 minutes ago! GuruKZQR9 answered about a year ago. HermSerm they
are lying. Its not that hard to remove 2 screws and put your battery in. Just go buy a new one.
Jay answered about a year ago. Read bellow for details: I just had this same issue come up on
my Jeep Cherokee, went to start it nothing and it displayed "Engine Temperature Too Hot" but it
was -3 outside and I had not started it for 2 days. I was also getting "4WD System temporarily
unavailable" Had to be boosted, drove around and when I shut it off I couldn't start it again, after
needing a second boost I had the CAA AAA tech test the battery and he confirmed it was
completely finished. I went and got a new battery, installed it and it worked right away. I
understand that you need to change your battery but I'm literally 2 months out of warranty and
this is just unacceptable. Jeeprn answered about a year ago. My jeep Cherokees radio would
work then after getting home and getting ready to leave again the car wouldn't start. Walked
away then after several minutes finally started. The brake seemed to be sticking too. When it
started then radio wouldn't work. Battery says it's at OK - here we go again. See my earlier
posts for previous status. I replaced the car battery, and the remote batteries, and for a couple
of months there was not a problem at all. Mind you, I never have the auto engine off engaged, I
always turn it off for fear of it not starting again while I am in traffic - you on;ly let that happen to
you once! Anyway, it is sporadic, sometimes it will start, sometimes it won't. The battery is
obviously good, and I had it retested. The alternator is putting out what it should so no problem
there. My mechanic has advised me that it is most likely the brushes inside the starter motor are
starting to wear, and this should be replaced. Problem is there are none in Australia, and
apparently there are 81 on back order for arrival in a month. So what have I been doing to get it
started when all else fails? I have been jump starting the car. It is simply a matter of hooking up
another car with leads, get in mine, and it will start immediately. To get around finding another
car to jump from when this happens, I bought one of those little jump start kits, like a
defribulator for your car : And that has saved me more times than I can count. I really love this
car, and this problem leaves a sour taste - if it can be resolved with this, I will be happy. Also
noticed creaking coming from the front left side, I have been told this is the arm bushes that
need replacing, and it seems to make sense to me, but again, none anywhere in stock! I will
update as I go. Guru8FNC2 answered about a year ago. HEATh answered about a year ago.
GuruRM answered about a year ago. Replaced battery in Jeep Cherokee then get remote start
disabled. Worked fine before battery change. Also, Fob has had recent battery Change as well.
Any thoughts? I would try that, its possible that the new battery you put in was already low.
Krissy answered 11 months ago. I have been reading up on this for a while. I have a Cherokee.
Bought it off leave in March with about 25, miles. About 2 months ago I started having problems
starting the car. I have a push start and key fob start. Doesn't seem to matter which method I
try. When it won't start I have found through trial and error that if I push the start button multiple
times quickly usually it will start. One time, on the coldest morning of the year around degrees F

it wouldn't start and I tried my method. Eventually it worked. I drove to the grocery store 3 miles
away. Shut the car off and returned 10 minutes later. Wouldn't start again. I tried my method
again. It didn't work. I waited and tried again. Then I pressed it over and over. Not sure what that
was doing to the car, but I didn't know what else to do. At some point the battery disengaged or
something and the car went dead completely. No lights, radio, etc. I sat in the car for probably
minutes not touching anything. Then I started my process again and it worked. However, I had
definitely lost the battery connection or whatever because the clock was off by hours! I am
hesitant about going to the dealer because it sounds like many people are doing the same thing
and paying for a mechanic to poke around and guess and then the problem comes back.
Somewhere I read about an auxilary battery or back-up battery having a bad connection.
Supposedly there is one under the front passenger seat???? Thought I should share what
worked for me for the short term at least. I don't think it's the battery. Maybe somekind of loose
connection somewhere???? Thanks for everyone's info. I hope one of us figures it out. Sadly,
I'm afraid there may be multiple reasons for this happening and that's why it's become so hard
to figure out. Markgz7 answered 9 months ago. Just bought a jeep trailhawk with 30k miles on it
So if i wait about 20 seconds and try again it starts Handeguand answered 9 months ago. I had
the problem with my Jeep Cherokee Limited not starting. All the lights on the dash lit up. But
would not do anything. It said something about an accessory on or something. So after reading
all these posts. Well not all of them. I decided to clean the battery terminals. They did need to be
cleaned. That didn't help. I went to charge the battery with my charger. Then realized I had a
phone charger plugged into the outlet in the back of the center console. I unplugged it and
wouldn't you know. It started right up. Morgan answered 7 months ago. Would turn on, all lights
would work, headlights etc. Got a jump, started driving down the road and the check engine
light came on. Drove it straight to the dealership and waiting on what they say. Just picked it up
from the damn shop last month too after being there for 7 weeks. Aljeep1 answered 7 months
ago. Same issue as just about everyone else. Removed my battery and took it to auto zone to be
charged. Fully charged, installed and still nothing but one click sound and what almost sounds
like a cat saying hew lol. No luck. JSH73 answered 7 months ago. PissedOffJeepBuyer
answered 6 months ago. I just bought a "certified" preowned Jeep Grand Cherokee last week. It
refuses to start in the morning. I've had to call AAA every day; even they have to laugh. The
dealer refuses to do anything - I want to give the car back. Another dealer has been trying to
figure out the problem. We replaced the batteries yesterday and this morning it would not start.
Once it gets started, usually requiring a jump, it's OK for the rest of the day. It's back at that
dealer now, who was nice enough to give me a loaner but really, why isn't Chrysler helping to
figure this out? IMO it's a battery drain that happens overnight which is the longest it sits
unused. Ron answered 5 months ago. I had the same problem. I looked at my battery terminals
and I could see a little bit of white corrosion on the negative terminal. I removed both cables
from the battery and cleaned the terminals and cable fittings and the car started again. I know
this may not be the cause of the problem in every case, but it is worth a try because it is quick
and easy to do and it should be done regularly anyway. When the cables are dirty the car is
harder to start and the alternator may not properly charge the battery, which will make the car
even harder to start. It is easy to clean the battery terminals, just be careful and be sure to
follow all the recommended safety instructions. JSH73 answered 5 months ago. Replace the
battery in the key fob. Key fob is not detected by vehicle. If you use the fob. Push the ignition
button with the fob. Can't remember which end but push with fob and foot on brake. Should be
ok. I installed new batteries in my fobs and no problems since. PossumSRT answered 3 months
ago. I was amazed at how our Jeep Cherokee Limited just decided not to start. Everything
worked, power windows , radio, sunroof, media screen, headlights, the works, but it would not
start, not from the key fob , not from park, not from neutral, tried all the tricks people talked
about but no go. The old battery is charged and works fine in my car. Just for good measure i
changed the fob battery as well so we are good to go. I have a Jeep Cherokee Limited. The first
time this happened to me not starting on initial try, shutting off while driving, unable to shift
transmission dealer replaced all electronic transmission components and eventually the entire
transmission. Finally, dealer said the trouble was because last oil change they did not reset the
oil warning indicator. No issues for another year then noticed GPS way off, radio sometimes not
working, trouble starting again, engine light, sometimes wont shift into gear, electronic
accelerator faults. I made sure the oil warning indicator had been reset but still issues. With all
these different faults I am suspecting there is faulty logic in diagnostic chips that is causing the
various faults. When I push the button to start and the console lights just blink at me says
there's an accessory open or whatever and then the check engine So I literally just got my car
with 23k miles. I have a 96 Cherokee with the 4. Was running and randomly
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won't start back up. It's getting 50psi of fuel pressure, and has good spark. Replaced cam
sensor and crank sensor. No check engine ligh I have a 95 jeep Cherokee sport 4x4 with the 4. I
recently bought a 94 Jeep Cherokee 2. Old owner said they were smelling gas right before it
stalled while they were driving. That was in October of and it hasn't been star I have a different
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